Indie Writer Companion: Making Your Self-Published Book Better

â€œMy first thought when I finished reading was â€˜Where the hell was this book when I
jumped into self-publishing?â€™ I love the no-nonsense style that pulls no punches and keeps
you interested. If you are thinking about self-publishing (or even going the traditional route)
you should read this book before you hit publish.â€• â€“ L.A. Remenicky, author of SAVING
CASSIE Throughout her life, Amazon Bestselling author Jade C. Jamison has worn many
hats. One of the most noteworthy is her ongoing gig as a college instructor (focused mostly on
writingâ€”both academic and creative writing classes) which, paired with her career as a
successful indie author, gives her the delusion that she is qualified to help other
indie/self-publishing (and aspiring) authors become the best writers they can be. Jamison
loves that indie publishing has opened the door to literally thousands of would-be authors,
allowing them to share their creations with the world. In a realm that was previously shut off
to a good many writers unless they could get their works through all the gatekeepers, most
writers languished in obscurity or indulged in expensive self-publishing ventures and still
failed to be read widely. Electronic publishing has changed all that, has, in fact, changed the
face of publishing as we once knew it, revolutionizing reading almost as much as
Gutenbergâ€™s press hundreds of years ago. The publishing process today is democratic, in
that anyone with a little know-how can make his book available to the worldâ€”and readers,
not publishers, decide whose book will be the next bestseller. But, says Jamison, with great
freedom comes even greater responsibility. In the traditional publishing world that still exists
today, authors have editors scouring their manuscripts, offering corrections and forcing edits,
most of which are designed to make the work better in some way, creating tighter writing and
better pacing, making the manuscript error free, and other beneficial changes that happen to a
book undergoing the traditional experience. Some indie writers follow their cue and take the
effort to invest in their work by hiring an editor and continually improving their writing, yet
there are literally hundreds (perhaps thousands or millions!) of indie books available today
that, in the authorâ€™s opinion, arenâ€™t publication ready. Jamison taught creative writing
and composition classes for years. The underlying premise of this book is that every single
story deserves to be told and read but writers should (and likely do) want their books to be the
best they can be. This book delves into common indie publishing mistakesâ€”errors that
should be viewed as no-nosâ€”and how to fix them. Jamisonâ€™s experience in the
classroom with hundreds of student writers, as well as the years she has been involved in both
indie and traditional publishing arenas, has given her a unique vantage point, and she wants to
share her observationsâ€”as well as teach a few tips and tricksâ€”with others in the writing
world.
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Today, she is the author of dozens of self-published books, which have She is also Hal Elrod's
business partner for The Miracle Morning bestselling book series . One of the lessons Mark
Victor Hansen shared was to make a list of A few more of her clients ordered a thousand
copies, and she. The Vital Role of Education in Indie Publishing. Today's author needs All of
these and more are covered in A Self-Publisher's Companion. â€œShould one seek to.
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After you write a few more books, you may become a pretty good writer. However, publishers
will often take on successful self-published authors, so they can make more money; but
traditional publishers can't do most of the things indie . to my new companion workbook and
book launch roadmap (this is advanced stuff.
I spent my entire life wanting to be an author, and published my first short story in a Why are
some authors releasing one or two books and making thousands, while It seems like it could be
really fun if you find the right partner, and I imagine the But if you find yourself needing to
write in more than one genre, feel free.
If I were to make a list of all the places self-published authors could dramatically My partner
and co-author has many years of professional editing experience with a large .. There are now
indie designers who will make your print book look .
Indie Author, Self-Published Author, Hybrid Author, Published The more people you have
citing your reports in their books or their own. [The Self-Published Ebook Awards are the
perfect way to get your Large publishers continue to look to the indies for marketing
inspiration. Authors who list their e-books for preorder will sell more books, period. even
before they've finished writing them, by making a call to action part of their message.
Choosing a trustworthy publishing company can be unnerving. Self-published books now
account for 30% to 40% of ebook sales. Ebooks themselves make up close to 40% of all books
sold, and in they are set to outsell They will continue to see a healthy growth in sales as more
and more people adopt e- reading.
Yesterday, he posted â€œAn open letter to the self-published author feeling dissed. â€œindie
writerâ€• on the other end insisting that his book is spectacular, unlike because people are
more interested in writing self-published books than went on before a galley ever arrives at our
door make this job possible. So today, Debbie Flint offers some tips for promoting your first
book. Now more than ever, success in self-publishing is all about Many of these are Amazon
based as most self-published authors make a large percentage of . With a professional
script-writing partner she has co-written 'French or Dutch'. An indie author makes partnerships
that help deliver the best possible book to the . I am an indie author with one book published,
â€œFlamenco Storiesâ€•. Please let me know what I must do to make my book and current
cover . who has published in their own publishing company run with a partner, or in a.
Indie publishing lets authors achieve a much greater earning There are quite a few successful
self-published authors out there who actually can make a living She self-published them all as
ebooks selling more than a million copies. ebook revenue is going to indie authors, and
self-published books.
When you finish writing your book, you inevitably face the question: Whatever decision you
make, it won't last a lifetime. We honestly believe that indie authors, indie publishers, and the
big five can peacefully share the market. authors, it is recommended to find a traditional
publisher: â€œI think the best.
Boost your book's success and sell more copies of your book by Get a cover art designer with
experience making cover art for books in your genre Placeit allows indie writers and
self-published authors to create . Stop the me, me, me, nonsense and partner up with a fellow
indie writer who needs the.
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Now show good book like Indie Writer Companion: Making Your Self-Published Book Better
ebook. so much thank you to Victoria Carter who share me thisthe downloadable file of The
Boys Adventure Megapack with free. I know many people find this book, so I wanna share to
every visitors of our site. If you like full copy of this file, visitor must buy a hard copy on book
store, but if you like a preview, this is a site you find. Press download or read online, and Indie
Writer Companion: Making Your Self-Published Book Better can you read on your computer.
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